
My Best Friend's Family 0.07 with Extras Walk-Through

This walk-through cointains two guides. The Paths guide details the best choices to make for each 
available path. The In-Depth guide goes into more detail about each available choice and other story
related details. 
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Paths

=Play the characters in the order provided for each day for best results.=

             Day 1 – Monday

Play order:
Tom
Natali
Joe

             Day 2 – Tuesday

Play order:
Tom

             Day 3 – Wednesday

Play order:
Natali
Tom

             Day 4 – Thursday

Play order:
Tom
Natali
Elle

             Day 5 – Friday

Play order:
Tom
Natali
Joe

             Day 6 – Saturday

Play order:
Tom (If available)
Natali (If available)
Lex (If available)

             Day 7 – Sunday

Play order:



Tom
Elle (If available)
Natali (If available)
Lex (If available)

             Day 8 – Monday

Play order:
Tom
Joe (If available)
Elle (If available)

             Day 9 – Tuesday

Play order:
Lex (If available)
Natali
Tom

             Day 10 – Wednesday

Play order:
Tom
Lex (If available)
Joe (If available)

             Day 11 – Thursday

Play order:
Tom (If available)
Joe (If available)
Lex (If available)
Natali (If available)

             Day 12 – Friday

Play order:
Tom (If available)
Elle (If available)
Lex (If available)
Joe (If available)

             Day 13 – Saturday

Play order:
Tom (If available)



             Day 14 – Sunday

Play order:
Tom (If available)
Lex (If available)

             Day 15 – Monday

Play order:
Elle (If available)
Lex (If available)
Joe (If available)

             Day 16 – Tuesday

Play order:
Tom (If available)
Lex (If available)

             Day 17 – Wednesday

Play order:
Tom (If available)
Lex (If available)

             Day 18 – Thursday

Play order:
Lex (If available)
Tom (If available)
Joe (If available)

             Day 19 – Friday

Play order:
Lex (If available)
Joe (If available)

             Day 20 – Saturday

Play order:
Tom (If available)
Lex (If available)
Joe 



             Day 21 – Sunday

Play order:
Tom

             Day 22 – Monday

Play order:
Tom
Lex (If available)

             Day 23 – Tuesday

Play order:
Tom (If available)
Lex (If available)
Elle (If available)

             Day 24 – Wednesday

Play order:
Lex (If available)
Natali (If available)

             Day 25 – Thursday

Play order:
Tom 

Example:
Wrong choice.
>Correct choice.

Tom and Natali

>Look at her boobs.
Look away.

>'Accidentally' bump into her.
Don't do it.

Yes.
>No.



>Fun.
Dramatic.

>Touch him.
Don't touch him.

Stop.
>Keep going.

>Compliment her.
Move on.

>Mention her hair.
Don't say anything.

>Let's play a little longer.
Okay we can stop.

>Bump him with your butt.
Say 'Thank you.'

>Bump her back.
Stop.

Reject her.
>Give her what she wants.

>Put a finger in her ass.
Do nothing.

>Research anal sex.
Do work.

The below choices have no "correct" answer. What you pick here is up to you.

Tell her about the note.
Don't tell her.

Yes.
No.

>Choke her.
Refuse to do it.

Tom and Elle

>Sounds good to me.
I'm not sure

>Tell her.
Don't tell her.



>Yes.
No.

>Only fix the phone.
Look through her pictures.

>Where is Elle?
Sit and talk more.

>Tell him I don't want to go to see a movie.
Not tell him. Go see the movie.

>Move closer to her.
Stay where you are.

>Hold her hand.
Put your hand on her thigh.

>Kiss him.
Tell him.

Lex and Matilda

>Make a dating profile for Lex.
Don't make a profile.

>Tell the truth.
Lie.

>Ask her about your penis.
Don't ask her.

Yes.
>No.

>Tell the truth. (All 3 times)
Lie.

>Be honest.
Move on.

Lex and Natali

Tired
>Lex is sick.

>Check on Alexander.
Don't

Fun.
Dramatic.



>Educational.

>Stash the picture behind a couch cushion.
Take it with you.

>Drop your towel.
Keep your towel on.

>Think about video games.
Cum.

The below choice doesn't matter, but personally I would pick Yes.

Yes.
No.

Cum.
>Maybe just the tip?

Let's do it.
>No, it's a bad idea.

>I'll do it.
I won't do it.

Elle and Joe

Think about Natali.
>Think about Elle.

>Let her sleep in your bed.
Tell her no.

>Touch her.
Stop this.

>Do it.
Stop everything.

>Mount him.
Go to your bed.

>Have sex with her.
Don't do it.

Lex and Elle

*Note to have this path available both Lex and Elle must not be on any other paths.

>Compliment her.
Criticize her.



>Masturbate looking at Elle.
Masturbate in your room.

>Masturbate thinking about Lex.
Go to bed.

Mock him.
>Comfort him.

Both choices below to have good outcomes. I recommend trying both!

I'm normal.
I'm big.

Tom and Lex and Natali (DP  Path)

To unlock the Tom/Lex/Natali path you need to do all of the Tom/Natali choices above up to and 
inculding research anal. You also need to have did Lex's full Natali path except on Day 5 you need 
to pick "Fun." for Tom's path.

You will probably need to start a new save to get it.

>Let's do it.
No, it's a bad idea.

In-Depth

=Choices followed by more details about those choices plose other relevant information.=

Day 1 – Monday

Sounds good to me.
I'm not sure.

If you tell Joe that you will go fishing with him Saturday and Natali that you'll exercise with her on 
Saturday bad things may await you. Fishing with Tom on Saturday will make him trust you more 
which is probably a good thing whether you're trying to have sex with his wife and/or daughter.

Maybe she needs a guy she can trust.
Let's play some PoP!

Currently the first choice only leads to more dialogue with Lex, but choosing this may lead to 
further consequences, good or bad, later on.

Day 2 – Tuesday



Look at her boobs.
Look away.

Looking at Natali's boobs opens her up to the idea that Tom may be attracted to her. This leads to 
her testing Tom on Day 3 and different dialogue for her in later days. This also changes the days and
times of other conversations such as the talk about Lex dating. If you don't look at her boobs you 
have that talk on Day 3 otherwise you have it on Day 4.

Day 3 – Wednesday

If you looked at Natali's boobs on Day 2 she will "accidentally" flash Tom. If you didn't she will 
have a converation with Tom about Lex.

Your mom.
Your sister.
Porn.

Choosing your mom is important to the Natali and Lex path available in the extras. So be sure to 
choose it if you want that path.

Tell her.
Don't tell her.

Telling her seems like a stupid thing to do, but it will make her trust you more which will be useful 
later on. Telling her may also lead to a future conversation about what she did.

Think about Natali
Think about Elle.

If you are wanting THAT path. Best choice is thinking about Elle.

Tired.
Lex is sick.

Choosing the sick option will open up the below choices. Tired ends this path.

Check on Alexander.
Don't.

This choice is important if you want to go down this path. Natali sees something she shouldn't have 
seen, and she can't forget it. Choosing don't will end this path.

Day 4 – Thursday

If Natali and Tom didn't have the conversation about Lex on Day 3 they have it today. If they did 
have that conversation they talk about weight loss and exercising together.



'Accidentally' bump into her.
Don't do it.

Both choices lead to a nice hot interaction between Tom and Natali, and both choices increase 
Natali's desire for Tom. However, the bump option makes her want him more. Whichever you 
choose Natali will think about it when you play her. If you play her first instead of Tom the game 
defaults to not bumping her butt.

Make a dating profile for Lex.
Don't make a profile.

Probably not much of a spoiler that this will introduce another character later in the story. If you 
want your best friend to get laid go ahead and make him a profile. If you want the Natali and Lex 
path it is important that you choose to NOT make a dating profile for him. Lex meeting Matilda 
cancels out his entire path with Natali.

Day 5 – Friday

Yes.
No.

If you told Joe you'd go fishing with him on Saturday it would be best to say No.

Fun.
Dramatic.
Educational.

Choosing Fun leads to a hot scene with Natali groping Tom increasing her desire for him.. Choosing
Dramatic leads to Natali thinking about her relationship with Joe opening up the below choices. If 
you play Natali first the game defaults to Dramatic. Choose Educational if you want to further the 
Lex and Natali path.

Talk to Joe
Don't talk to Joe.

Choosing Talk will lead to, you guessed it, Natali having a talk with Joe at a later day. Choosing not
to talk will drive Natali more towards another man. Natali just wants some excitement(penis) in her 
life! WARNING Talking to Joe will reduce her lust for Tom possibly ending their path altogether 
for now.

Day 6 or 7

Compliment her.
Move on.



Whether you exercise with Natali on Saturday or Sunday you get this option. Choosing to 
compliment her makes her want Tom a little bit more.

After exercising if you have chosen enough things to make Natali want Tom she will show her 
naked body to him. If you said you'd go fishing with Joe on Saturday but instead exercised with 
Natali he will show up during this scene. Game Over.

If extras are installed there is a scene betwen Natali and Lex on whichever day she exercises.

Day 6 – Saturday

Yes.
No.

Only available if you choose to fish with Joe on Saturday. Choosing Yes will make Joe trust Tom 
more and leads to him having a talk with Elle about Tom that makes her trust Tom more. If you 
want Tom and Elle to date it is best to go fishing and choose Yes.

Only fix the phone.
Look through her pictures.

Choosing to only fix the phone will make Elle trust Tom more. Looking through her pictures will 
make her trust him less and unlocks playing her through the same scene.

Day 7 – Sunday

Wait for Elle.
Sit and talk more.

If you want Tom to date Ellinor it is very important that you choose Wait for Elle. Choosing to not 
wait will result in Natali showing Tom pictures if she wants him enough. If you do wait for Ellinor, 
Natali will show Tom the pictures later in the day. If Natali doesn't want Tom enough they only 
tallk.

If Ellinor trusts Tom enough she will ask him out after dancing with him. Thanks Joe.

Tell the truth.
Lie.

If you chose to make a dating profile for Lex he'll confront you about it. Telling him the truth will 
lead to more options later on with Matilda.

If you chose for Natali to talk to Joe on Day 5 that conversation happens today.



Day 8 – Monday

Mention her hair.
Don't say anything.

Noticing her haircut makes her want Tom a little more.

Stash the picture behind a couch cushion.
Take it with you.

Lex stashing the picture will further this path. Natali finds the pictures and figures out who had it. 
Taking it with him may have different consequences later on.

Let's play a little longer.
Okay we can stop.

Playing a little longer while make Lex extra tired ensuring that Lex will stay asleep for what 
potentially happens Tuesday morning. Choosing to stop may lead to a Game Over on Day 9.

Let her sleep in your bed.
Tell her no.

Letting her sleep in his bed furthers this path. Telling her no ends it. It also makes him want her 
more.

Day 9 – Tuesday

Bump him with your butt.
Say 'Thank you.'

Bump her back
Stop

Choosing both bump options starts the "real" workout! Choosing to say thank you or stop cuts 
everything short.

If on the dating path with Ellinor, Tom talks to her about their first date.

If Natali had sex with Tom she thinks about what she did.
If Natali found her picture after Lex hid it and he isn't on the Matilda path she will "help" him.

If Lex and Elle are both single and not on any ahem other paths Elle will tell Lex she misses his 
company. Lex makes her a PoP profile so they can play the game together.

Ask her about your penis.
Don't ask her.



Choosing to ask her about your penis leads to a Matilda flashing  Lex so that they aren now "even", 
and he is less embarrassed. How nice of her! Not asking her does nothing so may as well see her 
nice butt.

Day 10 Wednesday

Tom spends the day thinking about various things depending on what you have chosen to do. I

Yes.
No.

Choosing no will make Matilda trust Lex more. Either way they plan to have a coffee date.

Tell him I don't want to go to see a movie.
Not tell him. Go see the movie.

Touch her.
Stop this.

You need to have masturbated thinking about Elle on Day 3 and let her sleep in your bed to get 
these choices. Touching her furthers this path and make Joe want her more.

Compliment her.
Criticize her.

Complimenting Elle will lead to her playing more PoP with Lex and other fun things. Criticizing 
her will make her stop playing.

Day 11 Thursday

Reject her.
Give her what she wants.

Rejecting Natali here may be your last opportunity to stop this path if you want to stop it.

If Natali to have a talk with Joe or if Natali and Tom are having sex Joe is playable this day. What 
happens depends on which of those two things has happened.

Drop your towel.
Keep your towel on.

Dropping the towel makes Natali want Lex more and leads to more action between the two during 
this scene. 

Day 12 Friday



If you chose for Ellinor to tell Tom she doesn't want to go to the movies the two have a date at home
otherwise they go to see a movie. 

If the two are seeing the movie the date is cut short (and their path?) when Ellinor has an episode 
and leaves before the movie begins.

Move closer to her.
Stay where you are.

Moving closer to her will open up the below choices. Staying where you are skips to the end of the 
movie.

Hold her hand.
Put your hand on her thigh.

Holding Elle's hand makes her trust Tom more. Putting his hand on her leg makes her trust him less.
This choice is important for improving a later event between the two.

Tell the truth.
Lie.

Of course it is best to tell the truth to a girl who says she values honesty above all else. If you lied 
about liking coffee during their camshow it counts as your first lie. Telling the truth every time 
leads to Matilda going to the Petersson's for the first time.

Do it.
Stop everything.
If you're on this path you already know you want to do it. Stopping everything will end this path.

If on the Lex and Elle path she can't sleep so she goes up to play PoP with Lex.

Masturbate looking at Elle.
Masturbate in your room.

If you choose Elle, Lex will masturbate looking at her. This and the below choice are important to 
progress this path.

Masturbate thinking about Lex.
Go to bed.

If you want this path Elle and Lex must both masturbate thinking about each other.

Day 13 Saturday

This day is only played if you're on the Tom and Natali path or Lex and Elle path.

Put a finger in her ass.
Do nothing.

Putting a finger in her ass is required (as of now) to further this path. It leads to more options in 



later days.

If you're playing with extras there is a short scene with Tom witnessing Natali having a sex dream 
about Lex. This will possibly lead to more fun things in the future depending on your other choices.

If on the Lex and Elle path they will play Pop together again. 

Mock him.
Comfort him.

Choosing to mock him will lead to Lex saying he doesn't want to play PoP with Elle anymore. 
Comforting him leads to them both confessing their attraction to each other.

I'm normal.
I'm big.

Both of these choices will have nice outcomes in the future, but for now I would choose I'm normal 
for what it leads to on Day 15. Which ever you choose it always leads to Lex fingering Elle and 
masturbating.

Day 14 Sunday

If on the Tom and Natali path the day begin with Tom at home.

If on the Tom and Ellinor path only the day begins with them talking. 

If both then both happen.

Research anal sex.
Do work.

Researching anal sex is important for their path. Doing work may or may not have a future 
consequence. Not sure yet.

Tell her about the note.
Don't tell her.

Yes.
No.

There is no correct way to do these choices. It would be more fun if you discover on your own why 
this is the case.

If you had the home date with Ellinor there is a scene with those two talking in her bedroom.

Think about video games.
Cum.

Thinking about video games will keep Lex from cumming leading to Lex's fantasy of titty fucking 
Natali coming true. Thanks for the advice Tom!



Day 15 Monday

Kiss him.
Tell him.

If Elle kisses Tom it makes her horny and she wants him to touch her fun times. If you've did 
enough of the corret things like held her hand on your date she'll remove her panties.

If Lex is dating Matilda he and Tom talk about what to do next.

Mount him.
Go to your bed.

If Elle mounts him it will progress their path and lead to a hot scene of her using Joe's dick to 
masturbate. They cum together.

If on the Lex and Elle path, Elle can't sleep and will ask Lex if he wants to experiment again. There 
are no choices, but Elle lets Lex put the tip of his penis in her if you chose "I'm normal." on Day 13.

Day 16 Tuesday

This day has no choices.

If Tom has a relationship with both Elle and Natali he begins the day by thinking about it.

Tom and Natali's conversation before the anal sex varies depending on previous choices.

If Tom researched anal sex he tells Natali what he learned and everything goes okay. If he didn't she
stops the anal and they have regular sex.

Much like Day 15 if you have made correct choices Ellinor will want Tom touch her again and in 
turn will give him a handjob. If not she will only kiss him if they are dating at all.

Yes.
No.

Choice doesn't matter. If you choose Yes. Natali will undress in front of Lex giving him an erection.

Cum.
Maybe just the tip?

Choosing to cum will end the scene and the path. Choosing to put the tip inside of Natali can go one
of two ways depending on your previous choices. If Lex did things like drop his towel on Day 11 
Natali will want him more and sit down on his penis. If not she will play it off as an accidental slip 
and rubs Lex more until he cums.

Day 17 Wednesday

If Tom received a handjob from Elle on Day 16 and is in a relationship with Natali, he and Ellinor 
have a scene at the beginning of this day. 



If Lex is dating Matilda she comes over to the Peterssons to watch a stream with him. 

Be honest.
Move on.

Choosing be honest will lead to Matilda kissing Lex and moving their relationship on to the next 
step. Matilda drinks too much wine and Lex shows her his big wang up close regardless of what 
you choose.

Day 18 Thursday

If Lex is dating Matilda the day begins with Tom finding her still asleep upstairs. They have a short 
chat before she leaves.

Tell Lex about Matilda liking Joe.
Don't tell him.

This choice currently does nothing. It is in place for future potential options. If you'd like some 
threeway action between Lex, Matilda, and Tom it would probably be best to go ahead and choose 
to not tell him.

Fuck her. (Sex)
Fuck her! (No sex)

The above choices only happen if you are on both Natali and Elle paths. Your only choice to avoid a
game over is to give Natali what she wants. Fuck her.

Choke her.
Refuse to do it.

If you have sex with Natali on this day she will want you to choke her. Refusing to do it will lead to
her alerting Lex to the affair and a game over.

If you're on the Lex and Elle path this day will go one of two ways.

If Lex told Elle he is normal sized she lets him put the tip of his penis inside of her again for 
"practice".

If Lex told Elle he has a bigger than average penis they have a shower together instead. Lex humps 
Elle in the shower until they both have an orgasm.

Day 19 Friday

If Lex is dating Matilda this day is mostly about their night together.

There are no choices for this day. If Lex has made it this far they have sex.

Joe's night out with Elle goes different ways depending on whether Elle is with Tom, Elle broke up 
with Tom, or if Elle never was with Tom.



If you're on the Joe and Elle path Elle teases Joe at the restaurant.

Have sex with her.
Don't do it.

This your last chance to turn back on this path. Joe having sex with Elle will lead to some pretty bad
consequences for him.

Day 20 Saturday

There are no choices for this day. Everything that happens depends on previous choices.

If you're on the Joe and Elle path they have a day out together. Then in then out.

If Tom and Elle are still together Tom shows her how marvelous a tongue can feel.

If Lex had sex with Natali they do it again in the dining room.

Natali and Joe have a scene in the kitchen that changes depending on the choices made by Joe.

Day 21 Sunday

Again no choices. Tom and Lex have a conversation that can go different ways depending on 
choices made by both characters.

If Lex had sex with Natali on Day 20 Tom will tell Lex about seeing them. This will lead to a future
threeway opportunity.

Day 22 Monday

Day begins with Tom finding a naked Natali on the couch. Their interaction is different depending 
on previous choices but ends in the same way.

Let's do it.
No, it's a bad idea.

If you choose to do it Lex and Tom will attempt to record Natali which leads them making a 
sandwhich instead. Need mayo?

The "kids" plan what to do about Natali. Then  theyconfess their sins. Their confessions go 
differently depending on what paths you did.

If on the Lex and Matilda path he will chat with her at the end of the day.

I'll do it.
I won't do it.

If on the Lex and Natali path she will come to him with a special request. Choosing to not do it will 
end their path. 



Day 23 Tuesday

No choices, but lots of sex.

If on the Elle and Tom only path (No Natali) Elle will surprise Tom in bed.

If on the Lex and Elle path this day goes different. If you chose for Lex to say he is big you play 
Lex and they have sex upstairs. If you chose for Lex to say he is normal you play Elle and they have
sex downstairs. 

If on the Lex and Natali only path Lex will attempt to mate with Natali.

Lastly if you're on the Tom/Lex/Natali path they will attempt to recorder her but instead they all 
have sex.

Day 24

If on the Lex and Matilda path the cute freckled nurse surprises Lex with a visit.

If on the Lex and Natali only path, "the young male stalks the female while she's asleep hoping to 
mate with her."

Day 25

Don't eat the pizza! Don't eat the pizza! Aw fuck you ate the pizza.

Thanks for playing!

Trivia

=This section contains useless details about MBFF.=

The girl in Lex's wallpaper on his computer is Margo from My New Roommate with longer hair. 

The girl in Tom's wallpaper on his computer at the Petersson's is Eliza from My New Roommate 
with longer hair. 

Brown, blue, and white were chosen as the color scheme for MBFF before I had the house model 
that would become the Petersson home which follows a similar color scheme. Happy coincidence!

The spellings of each character's name and the names themselves were chosen specifically to 
suggest a country of origin for the Peterssons that isn't the United States.

The Natali in the pictures of her as a younger person is the same Natali 3d model as usual, but with 
all of her aging and fat removed.

Tom's big dick talk with Lex is based on a real friend from my past. This guy was still a virgin well 
into his twenties. Word got around from those who had seen it that he had a very large penis. Girls 



supposedly crossed their legs upon seeing it and said "Nope." So it became a joke among us that he 
was still a virgin because no girl would have sex with the monster. =spoiler alert= He eventually 
lost his virginity to a girl he met on the internet.

MBFF was originally planned to be very different. It was going to be one of those visual novels 
where the characters and backgrounds are separate images. It was also planned that each path would
have many entrances and exits. Specific choices that would put you on or take you off the path of a 
potential couple. Making the game as originally planned would have lead to too much useless filler 
and grinding. Who wants that?

Joseph Petersson
Age: 43
Height: 6 feet / 182 cm
Penis Length: 7 inches / 18 cm

Natali Petersson
Age: 42
Height: 5 feet 8 inches / 174 cm
Bra size: DD (American)

Ellinor Petersson
Age: 18
Height: 5 feet 4 inches / 162 cm
Bra size: D (American)

Alexander Petersson
Age: 20
Height: 5 feet 6 inches / 167 cm
Penis Length: 8 inches / 20.5 cm

Thomas
Age: 20
Height: 5 feet 9 inches / 175 cm
Penis Length: 6.5 inches / 16.6 cm

Matilda
Age: 24
Height: 5 feet 2 inches / 160 cm
Bra size: B (American)

Tom's penis is slightly crooked. Someone once said "Why are all the penises in these games 
straight?" 

I write better when I sleep. If only I could sleep. Fuck insomnia and all sleep disorders. Does 
anyone actually read these?

Tom and Ellinor's path was originally planned to be much longer. One of the challenges of having 
so many potential paths and stories going on at the same time is making them follow a similar pace 
in the timeline. 

When it came time to make Natali I asked for imput from friends. I wanted her to look like a real 
mom albeit an attractive mom. Under certain lightining you can see she actually has stretchmarks 



on her stomach from her two pregnancies. I'd like to thank one person in particular, Vanteal, for his 
imput in the creation of Natali. If you're out there Vanteal, thank you!

The Extra paths were the first thing I wrote for MBFF. Elle and Joe's path came first and was 
originally planned to be more complicated than it is now. For weeks I thought of reasons why a 
character like Elle would want to have sex with a character like Joe. The core reasons are still 
present. She has sexual urges and he's the only man she trusts enough to fulfill them.

I'm sure some of you have already figured this one out. Natali's 3d model uses the same skin as the 
daughter in Dating My Daughter. I never intended to use D's skin for Natali. It was only a 
placeholder for the shaping of Natali's body, but then none of the other skins I had looked better. 
That skin has some really nice nipples for a milf.

The through the floor image in Day 18 is not a trick. That really is the postion of the rooms in the 
Petersson house. I actually wrote that scene before noticing they were directly under Lex. After 
seeing it I added that image to show how dangerous of a game Natali is playing.

Elle and Joe's special night together on Day 19 contains two references to earlier scenes of them 
together. The first obviously being their dance together. The second is Joe picking Elle up and the 
position it puts her in. When setting that scene up I first put Elle in the same pose as when she sat 
on Joe's lap for Natali's picture which lead to Joe's first reaction to Elle's body.

Lex taking the picture of Natali with him and Natali having a sex dream about Lex while asleep at 
Tom's house was originally going to lead to Tom figuring out that they wanted each other. He would
then set them up to have sex.

The original plan was for Matilda have some weird sexual fetishes. Her pretending to be a cat at the 
end Day 24 is an example.

The original ending of the game was similar to what happens on Day 22 with the characters 
confessing everything they had done wth each other over the days of MBFF.


